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A BURNABLE POISON PIN BENCHARI STUDY IN DIM11Z

A D Knipe, B L RI Burbidge and B It Franklin

ItK Atomic Energy Authority, Winfrith Technology Centre,
Dorchester, Dorset. DT2 8DH, England

ABSTRACT

Studies In the DIMPLE low power reactor are providing
benchmark experimental data for the validation of the calcula.
tional methods employed in the dasign and operation of thermal
paver reactors. In the most recent phase of the programme, a
series of burnable poison arrays were Included in a cruciform
lattice of 3, enriched uranium dioxide fuel pins. Extensive
reaction-rate distribution measurements. coupled vith diagnostic
fine structure measurements through a fuel pin, poison pin and
simulated empty guide thimble, have provided detailed data for
the assessment of the accuracy of pin power predictions..

INTRODUCTION

A series of lattice studies in the DIMPLE lov power reactor are
providing benchmark experimnntal data for the validation of the calcu-
lational methods and data used In the design and operation of thermal
power reactors. Studies in water reflected cylindrical systems have bean
extendad to power reactor geome:ries by assembling a cruciforn array of 3%
enriched uranium dioxide fuel pins. This simulated the rectangular corner
configuration of a.PWR and effectively represented twelve fuel elements.
Three major versions of the cruciform assembly have been constructed, the
first (SO6A) being water reflected as with the cylindrical systems. The
cruciforn assembly was then surrounded azimuthally by a 25mm thick stain.
less steel reflector to evaluate the impact of a typical PWR baffle region
(5065). The expermaeots concentrated on the measurement of pin powers at
the complex radial core/reflector boundary, where it is important to
quantify the accuracy of predictions for both fuel management operations
and ex-core surveillance procedures).
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The most recent phase of the DLMPLE programme ha- investigated the
impact. of discrete burnable poison pins on reaction-rate distributions in
the cruciform assembly (S06C). The burnable poison pins were of the type
used in many current P1s, comprising stainless steel clad annuli of
borosilLeate glass. Configurations ranged from a single isolated poison
pin, through a central complex cluster which included simulated empty
guide thimbles, to distributed poison arrays adjacent to the surrounding
baffle. An asymAetric absorber loading was also designed to provide ^ 25%
power tilt across the cruciform assembly. Axial and radial reaction-rate
distributions were measured in key configurations, together with fine
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Istructure measurements through a fuel pin, burnable poison pin and a
simulated empty guide thimble.

The DIMPLE S06 series of benchmarks has been calculated using the
lattice code and options recommended for the Sizewell-B M. This paper
provides a description of the burnable poison pin benchmark study and
compares the experimental results with prediction.

THE MEASURLDWTS

Brief Description of DIMPLE

DIMPLE is a versatile, low power, water moderated reactor used to
invastigata performance. safety and safeguards issues relevant to the
entire nuclear fuel cycle. Thus, in addition to the lattice studies
described in this paper, the current DIMPLE programme includes reactivity
and neutron source measurements with samples of irradiated fuel discharged
from power reactors,' criticality experiments relevant to fuel manufac-
turLng, transport, storage and reprocessing Lssues,

4 
and the development

of sub-critical monitoring techniques.'

DIMPLE can accommodate a wide range of experimental configurations.
Conventional assemblies consist of fuel pins supported, and precisely
located, between upper and lover lattice plates inside a large aluainiuo
tank (2.6. diameter and 4D high). Both simple geometry fuel pin bench.
marks and more complex configurations, representative of operational or
accident conditions, can be built. Flexibility La accomplished by varying
the lattice plate design, fuel type and the inclusion of non fual compo-
nents such as structural or absorber materials. Designs have been
investigated for other fuel geometries ('e plate fuel and solutions) and
systems with neutron spectra ranging from fast to well thermalised. The
ability to control the reactor by means of moderator level alone, permite
sub-critical and critical asesemblies to be studied without the compli-
cating perturbation of control rods.

Th Experimental Assemblies.

The SD6C series of configurations was based on the S063 assembly
described In Reference 1, which comprised a cruciform array of 3072 fuel
pins on a 12.51mm square pitch. The assembly was surrounded by a 25mm
thick stainless steel baffle, with the inner edge located one-half pitch
from the centre of the outermost pins. The fuel pins. consisted of
sintered 3% enriched uranium dioxide pellets stacked within stainless
steel Cans. The design of the discrete burnable poison pin was based on
the tpe proposed for Sizewell-B and ccmprised stainless steel clad annuli
of borosilicata glass with a natural boron content of 4%. Moderator-
filled vacant fuel pin locations were used to simulate empty guide
thimbles and control overall reactivity. To accommodate a range of
different poison pin arrays, the eight simulated outer elements in 506B
were each modified to include five moderator locations. The resultant
reactivity change from S06B to the poison pin reference assembly, S06C/0O
was +0,0065A(-l/k)

i
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I

7i

506dB8. 5060/11

Fig. 1. The 506C/3 and S06C/ll Asaemblies

This paper concentrates oan easurements made In the clean s06B *ssea-
bly end the three key burnable poison configurations of a central array
(S06C/8) a symm*etric distributed array (SO6C/10) and an asymmetric
version (SO6C/ll). The central S06C/S array is shown in FLgure 1 and
comprised sixteen poison pins and eight simulated empty guide thimbles.
For the distributed arrays, burnable poison pins replaced three of the
outer element moderator locations as shown for the Asyusetrie S06C/ll
assembly in Figure 1.

Characterizatioa of Assemblies

For each configuration, the critical moderator level and the water
height reactivity coefficient were measured. The critical moderator
height relative to the fuel base ranged from 525mm for 5063 to 59

4
mm for

the central poison array (SO6C/8) Axial and radial reaction-rate distri-
butions vere measured in the key configurations to provide detailed deta
for comparison with calculated values. Included were three reactions of
major significance to the overall neutron balance in the fuel, namely
fission In 

2 3
SU and 

2 38
U and capture in 23UU as well as fission in

239pu.

r The comprehensive relative radial reaction-rate scans were performed
vwith activation foils located at the plane of the peak axial flux. Axial

* measurements were carried out at a range of radial locations with foils
* and, more extensively, with a miniature fission chamber. -To provide axial

bucklings. necessary for the 2D calculations described in the next
section, a cosine function was fitted to each of the measured axial

* reaction-rate scans.
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The foil techniques employed to measura the axial and radial
reaction-rato distributions vere based on established mthods' The
foils, nickel coated U30 and Pu2o5 in a nickel cermet for 2 "U fission
and 5"Yu fission, respectively, and depleted uranium metal for Z38 U
fission and capture, were located between fuel pellets with bigh-quality
end surfaces. The distributions measured for each reaction were related
through central absolute reaction-rate ratio measurements performed usLag
the techniques described in Reference 6.

An important addition to this phase of the experimental programme was
the measurement of the 2 SU fission-rate fire structure through a fuel
pin, burnable poison pin and simulated empty guide thimble. The study was
carried out at the cent:r of S06C/0 using a demountabla cluster arrange-
mint with a well defined and reproducible geometry. The central position
of the 3 x 3 clustea was occupied in turn by a fuel pin, a burnable poison
pin and moderator. Nessurezercts within adjacent fuel pins, and additional

normalising locations well removed from the centre of the assembly. were
simultaneously performed to allow a decailed Intercomparison of results.

A demountable poison pin. comprising 10= sections of borosilicate
glass and associated inner can, allowed foils to be located in a similar
manner to that employed for the fuel pins. Foils covering both the whole
Sross-sectional surface area and the central air region were inserted
bstwtsn the poison sections. Measurements were also nade with rectangular
foils attached to the inner and outer surfaces of both the fuel pin
cladding and the poison pin cladding. For the empty guide thimble simula-
tion, a foil with a diameter equivalent to a fuel pellet was irradiated in
the moderator at the centre of the cluster. Cruciform geometry foils were
employed in the moderator region between pins. The effect on the measured
fissLon-rates due to the environment being perturbed by the presence of
perspx holders In the damountable cluster, and the foils themselves. was
determined experimentally and confirmed by ceiculation. The experimental
corrections were derived by extrapolating measurements with stacks of
foils and a range of perspex holders to zero thickness.

CALCULATIONS

Whole Assembly

The DIMPLE S06 benchmarks have been calculated using the IZLIIMS
lattice code and options recommended for the Sizewell-b P5R. Reference 7
provides an overview of the main capabilities of UJWJJS, where for power
reactor calculations the package ls used to generate data for the 3D
steady state, transient and fuel mianagement coda PANTHER.'
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Fig. 2. The Calculational Model for Assembly S06C/8

Withim the LWRJIKIS framework. macroscopic cross-sectLons were calcu-
lsted using the 1986 VIIMS data library.9 In the code package, collision
probabilities are calculated for each cell ype with individual cell
probabilities coupled using a multicell method which ensures a consistent
interaction treatment. Following the recommended route, the cross-mection
data were generated in a 6-group smeared pin form for a COG diffusion
calculation with modified diffusion coefficients derived using the CACTUS
DM00 option.7 CACTUS employs a characteristics solution of the diffcren-
tial transport equation in the unsmeared pin-cell geometry. This provides
a method for deriving effective diffusion coefficients for lattice hetero-
geneities that makes allowance for transport to diffusion differences,
pin-cell smearing and finite difference effects.

The axial leakage in the whole assembly calculations was represented
by applying a buckling term derived from the axial fission-rate measure-
ments, A core averaged value of 21.3a 2 eas used for S06B, l8.4am2 for
S06C/8, 19.2m`2 for S06C/lO and 21.3m 2 

for S05C/ll. The DMOD-COG calcu-
lations were performed to a convergence equivalent to O.0001lA(-/k).

A quarter plan model of the basic cruciform assembly was constructed
on a 39 x 39 mash grid, with meshes 1 to 35 being one pin pitch in width
and 36 to 39 in the radial reflector being about two pin pitches. Each
mesh was occupied by a cell type representing fuel pin, poisoanpin, moder-
ator or baffle region. The geometry and materials of the pin-cell types
were specified as annular regions, being sub-divided further where the
chjnge in spectrum or reaction-rate was significant. As en example, the
model for the central burnable poison configuration is shown in Figure 2.
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As reported In Reference 1. the S56A and S06B cruciform assemblies
hayv Also bea. calculated using the general 2D discrete ordinates code
IWOTRAN. The basic model and data preparation vere as described above.
except that the outer two fuel pin meshes were sub-divided into four and
the calculation was performed In 16 groups. However, even with a fine
mesh treatment, the UWZJiSI.S-VJ01RJ route proved unsuitable for predicting
pir. powers in the heterogeneous S06C assemblies.

Five Structure

A S x S pin model with reflective boundary conditions was established
to calculate the fine structure measurements. Three separate CalCulatlons
were performed, vhere the central mush location was occupied by a fuel
pin, poison pin or moderator. Each call type was represented in more
detail than the equivalent whole assembly version. For example, a total
of twelve annular rogicns vere-used for the poison pin. Initial data
preparation followed the same route as the whole assembly calculations
dascribed above. However, final reaction-rates were calculated using the
CACMUS option In LXRWIMS, with the 6-group cross-section data maintained
for each xegion in each cell type. To assess the influence of model size.
and the resultant poison pin or water mesh repetition, eddtional COC
calculations were performed using the same model and with the single
poison pin or water mesh In their correct environment.

COMPARISON OF THE liEASURE TS AYD CALCULAfICUS

Whole Assembly

The DdOD-GOG calculated k-value for S06B Is 0.9904. Similar under-
predictions exist for the three S06C poison pin configurations, where the
k-values are 0.9899, 0.9900 and 0.9893 for S06C/8. S06C/10 and 506C/ll.
respectively. Such differences from unity are significantly greater than
the experinental uncertainties of typically ±0.0012&(-l/k). where those
associated with the definition of assembly geometry maraerial composition
and measured axial buckling predominate.

The impact of differences-between measured and predicted reaction-
rates on calculated neutron balances was examined in Reference 1.
Correcting the neutron balances with spatially averaged C/E reaction-rate
values did not account for the overall undarpredictions in the k-values.
Although part of the discrepancy may be associated with factors such as
urassessed absorption contributions, It Appears the core leakage component
is overpredicted.

The C/E values for 238U fission, 
239

Pu fission and 236U capture
relative to 235U fission at the 5063 core centre are 0.988±0.035,
1.008±0.010 and 0.996±0.006, respectively. In each case experiment and
prediction agree within the experimental errors. which are admittedly
relatively large in the case of 238U fission. This asure of agreement
is typical of chat obtained in other DIMPLE assemblies with the 1986 WIKS
data.

IN - 6

I

Over one thousand radial fuel pin foil measurements were performed in
the S06B and S06C assemblies and, to assist assimilation of comparisons
with the predicted reaction-rates, casn C/E values have been derived for
representative regions. Table I provides the mean C/E yalues and assocl-
ated standard errors for the four zones defined in the calculatlonal model
shown ln Figure 2. The S06C/8 roactLon-rats measurements were concen-
trated in the region around the central burnable poison array and thus
values for Zone 4 only are provided. The uncertaintiee in the measured
235U and 239ZU flsson-rates were dominated by positional uncertainties in
regions of steep flux gradient, with counting and mass uncertainties being
the most important elsewhere. For Z34U fission both foil counting end
secondary isotope uncertainties were significant, whereas for capture the
counting uncertainty generally dominated. Typically, for all reactions
the overall experimental uncertainty amounted to better than tO4%(lo),
increasing to between approximately ±1% and ±2% in regions of steep flux
gradient.

Table I demonstrates good overall agreement between the measured
reactLon-rates and those calculated using the LURWIMS code package
throughout the bulk of each assembly. However, it Ls evident from the
mean C/E fission values for Zone 1 that measurement and prediction deviate
ln the outer row of fuel pins adjacent to the baffle. It was shown In
Reference 1 that the presance of the baffle. which prevents the majority
of the neutrons thermalised in the water reflector from re-entering the
core and enhancing the edge pin power, reduces the discrepancy in the
outermost pins by over a factor of three. However, the overpredlction in
the 235 fissLon-rate of 2-3% and undarprediction of the 2351U fssion-race
of ebout 4% Indicates the spectrum is being incorrectly calculated for
this boundary region.
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TALE I

ean Assembly C/E Values

506D 506C/10 S06C/8

_ Zone 1 Zon 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zo 1 Zon 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 4

235U 1.026 0.995 0.995 0.997 1,019 0.994 0.997 1.009 1.005
fission tO.005 tO.002 0. 005 ±0.002 tO.005 ±O.005 ±tO006 ±O.003 O. 002

23sU 0,957 09980 0,984 1.001 0.962 0.986 1.002 1.000 0.996
fission tO.007 tO 010 ±0.006 ±0.002 ±0.008 ±0t007 tO.004 ±0t002 ±0.002

235U 1.002 0.990 0.989 1.005 1.009 0.995 1.000 1,004 1.007
capture cO.005 ±0,006 ±0.006 +0.003 +0.003 ±0.002 ±0.005 ±0.002 ±0.003

2
39FU 1.012 0.991 0.990 0.997 1 OlS 1.000 0.996 1.005 1.002
fission tO.005 ±O.003 tO.003 ±O.002 +0.004 ±0.003 tO.004 ±0.002 t0 001
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RIsults from the S06C configurations show the sae high level of
agreement for fuel pin positions adjacent to a poison pin or water mash
end more. distant locations. Figure 3 provides a comparisou of the-
measured and calculated 23SU fission-rate distribution along the diagonal
axis of tbe S06C/S assembly. The scan includas two simulated empty guide
thimbles and demonstrates the typical good agreement of measurament and
prediction in adjacent fuel pins.

A similar comparison involving a burnable poison pin is given in
Figure 4, wbere the scan is parallel to the xi-axs In the third row of
pins from the centre. In addition to the fuel pin measuremnts in 506C/S.
foils were included within the poison pins. These foils covered the whole
cross-sectional area of the absorber and central air region. The approxi-
mate 2S ovarprediction of the poison pin foil measurement in Figure 4 is
typical of other locations nd is discussed further in relation to the
fine structure investigation.
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Fig. 4. The 235J FIssion-Rate Distribution Through a *urnable 1oison Pin
in 506C/3

The Z35U fission-rate measurements performed along the major axis of
the asymmetric burnable poison configuration. S06C/Il. are compared wiCh
prediction In Figure 5. Agreement can be seen to be excellent, with a
nean C/6 value and associated standard error of 1.002±0.002.

FinSe Structure

The calculated 2 3 3
U fission-rate fine structure results are based on

the C&MTUS model described in the previous section, with small corrections
from D(D-COG predictions to account for the limited model size and the
gradient between the core centre end the massurement position. The uncer-
tainties associated with the fine structure investigation arise largely
from counting ad mass uncertainties and the perturbation effects
discussed previously.
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Fig 3. The 235U Fission-RAte Distribution Through Empty Guide Thimbles
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The most recent pbe.a of the DI!LE re actor physics programe has
investigated a series of benchmark lattice configurations containing
discrete burnable poison pins. The study is * continuation of a disa-
nestle, step-by-step assessment of pin power predictions.

Calculatlons have been performed with the IWMIMS lattice code and
options recemeonded for the SizCell-B PO,'. The k-vsalues for the various
versions of the cruciform core are underpredicted by ebout 1, signifi-
cantly greater than the experimental uncertainties. Comparisons of. the
measured reaction-rates with predictions show good overall agreement And
any differences have a small effect on the calculated neutron balance.
Although part of the discrepancy could be associated with factors such as
unassessed absorption contributionso there is evidence the core leakage
component may be ovarpredicted. The measured and calculated fiseion-rates
deviate in the outer rov of pins of both the £063 and S06C assemblies,
with 23SU being overpradicted by 2-3% and Z34U imdarpredicted by about 41.
Whlet these comparisons indicate inadequacies in tha LLWRWIKS DMOD-CO
treatment of the core/reflector boundary, the discrepancies are not signi-
ficant in terms of power reactor calculations. The recommanded UtliRMS-
PAMER route proaides a more accurate estlmate of core lesicge using
explicit reflector data derived from TWOTRAN calculations..

The overall results fron the S06C configurations demonstrate LIWQLM5
ebility to predict pin powers adjacent to poison end water mesh locations
vith equal precision to cleAn lattice geometrieJ end within the target
accuracies for Sixvell-3. Measurements of the average Z3SU fissLon-rate
acros the burnable poison pins themselves are overpredicted by about It.
However, an experimental investigation of the reaction-rate fins structure
has revealed the absorber region itself is well predicted and the apparent
discrepancy is attributable to a 4% overprediction In the central air
region.

Lattice studies in DIMPLE are providing valuable benchmarks for the
validation of the calculatIonal methods and data employed in the design
and operation of thermal power reactorsa The proposed future program"
for DIMPLU ls aimed at providing experimental dCa relevant to advanced
reactor designs.
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As expected, the fuel pin fine structure eassurements performed in
the absence of any singularitles compare well with prediction. There is
also agreement within the experimental uncertainties for both the empty
guide thimble simulation and burnable poison pin situation, with the
exception of the central *ir region in the latter. The results of the
poison pin investigation are su=irised In Table 11. where it can be seen
the measurement in the a*mular poison region is well predicted. The
significant overpredictien for the central air region accounts for the
apparent 2% discrepancy observed in the S06C/8 global measurements.

TABLE II

Sumary of Burnable Poison Pin Fine Structure Investigation

M asurement Location Calculation Experiment C/E

Adjacent.Fuel Pin 1.000 1.000 1.00010.007
Interstitial Koderator 1.139 1.131 1.00710.009
Poison Pin Can 0.926 0.924 1.002±0.012
Annular Poison 0.734 0.739 0.993±0.006
Central Air 0.768 0.736 1.04310.006
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CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS AT VERY lilGII TEMSPERATURE
REACTOR CRITICAL ASSE!BLY(VHTRC)

P. Akino, T. Yanaoe, H. Yasuda and Y. Kaneko

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokal-mur-.Nakaa-gun. Ibarakl-ken.Japan.

ABSTRACT

In order to verily the calculation accuracy related to
the noutronic design of HTTR(liigh T;nperature Engineering
Test Reactor ). critical experiments hAve been conducted
ueing the critical assembly V1iTRC(Very Ifigh Temperature Re-
actor Critical Assembly). which has pin-ln-block fuel. The
YlTRO-1 core was made by loading rods which contained fuel
compacts of the coated particles of the 4K enriched uranium.

The following measurements were carried out on th2
VYfTRC-I core: l)criticel mass. 2)reactivity worths of IITTl
mockup control rod and barnable poison rod. 3)noutron flux
dIstribution. 4)temperaturo coefficient of reactivity and
S)kinetie parameter J511/A.

Calculations were performed with the SRAC code system
using the nuclear data based on the ENDFIB-IV. The agree-
ments between calculations and experiments were falrly.good
for most experimental Items except the value of kinetic pa-
raneter. The results obtained satisty the accuracy requir-
ments for fundamental nuclear design of ITt.R

INTRODUCTION

Since 1969. resesrch and development for a lligh Temperature Gas
Cooled Reactor(ITOiR) have been continued at the JAERI. An HTflTkI is
under the licensing to start the construction in 1990. Teo core of IllTR
comprises the prismatic pin-in-block type fuel blocks usipg the uranium
of 6% enrichment on the average. Such a core structure is different from
both of the pebble-bed type reactors, the Arbeltsgemeinschaft
Versuchsreaktor(AVR) and the thorium high temprature reactor(TiiTR)
In the Federal RepublIc of Gormany(FRC) and the nultihole-type reactor.
the Fort St.Vrain(FSV) reactor in the United States. A critical
assembly VliTRC was constructed by modifying the SlEE(Semi-Ilomogeneous
Experiment) assembly

3 
In order to virfify the nuclear design accuracy

of HTTR
This paper describes the outline of experimental results on the

initial loading coreVHTRC-l.which Is loaded with the coated particles
of 4% enriched uranium. The experimental items are the critical mass.
the reactivity wortha of HTR mockup control rods and burnable poison
rods, the neutron flux distribution, the temperature coefficient of
reactivity and the kinetic paramoter. The analysos were performed with
the SRAC cods system using the nuclear data based on the ENDF/B-IV data
file.
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